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Figure 1: Visual comparison of per-class attributions provided by an Explainer method.
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Summary

The immense success of deep learning in creating powerful models comes at the cost of poor
interpretability. This limits the usefulness of deep learning in several applications where interpretability is crucial. In this project, we aim to improve interpretability [1], [2] by separating
the useful from the useless information in a data sample, a task often referred as attribution.
Practically, we focus on computer vision image classification problems. The “useful” parts
of the image to predict a given object class are separated from the rest using a mask. This
mask can then be used as an explanation for the classification decision of the neural network.
As summarized in Figure 2, the task of the student will be to develop an architecture that
provides an explanation (the mask) additionally to the solution. The project consists in trying
the ideal solution and make the necessary adjustments in order for it to work. We will explore,
get inspired and compare with traditional solutions such as GradCam [3]–[6] or attention-based
object localization schemes. An example of such attribution is visible in Fig. 1, where an
attribution method is trained to mask parts of the images that explain the classification.
This research project is challenging but we already have working architecture for a similar
problem.
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Project description

The project consists of the following steps. i) The problem will first be studied from a theoretical
perspective. The different losses will be derived. ii) A literature search and survey from similar
methods [7], [8] will be conducted by the student. iii) A synthetic dataset will be constructed
such that background and object are known in advance. iv) The technique will first be tried
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Figure 2: General intuition of the architecture. Given an image, the Self-Explainer (typically a UNet) constructs masks that isolates the useful information (the objects in the given class) from the
background. Note that these masks can be easily be transformed into labels. Using the masks, the
objects and the background can be isolated and fed separately into the Self-Explainer providing us with
labels for each objects and for the background.

on the synthetic dataset and then on datasets of increasing complexity (e.g. MNIST, CIFAR,
ImageNet, MS-COCO, etc.).
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Additional information
• Difficulty of the project: Challenging (but we guide you all along)!
• Dataset: MS-COCO, CUB200, Pascal VOC, MNIST, CIFAR, ImageNet
• What will you learn? Deep learning (CNNs), good scientific research practices, literature research, PyTorch.
• Requirements: Machine Learning fundamentals, linear algebra, computer vision fundamentals, good Python skills, experience with git, motivation.
• Supervisors:
– Michele Volpi (michele.volpi@sdsc.ethz.ch)
– Nathanaël Perraudin (nathanael.perraudin@sdsc.ethz.ch)
– Radhakrishna Achanta (radhakrishna.achanta@epfl.ch)
– Fernando Pérez-Cruz (fernando.perezcruz@sdsc.ethz.ch).
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